
Green Gardening:
Two Recent Books

by Jane Hurwitz

In The 2011 Late Summer Gardening Trends
Research Report (produced by the Garden Writ-
ers Association) consumers who have a lawn or
garden were asked to rate their interest in a va-
riety of garden related subjects. Nearly half the
respondents reported an interest in earth friendly
gardening, 41% were interested in native plants,
and 40% ranked organic gardening as an interest.
This consumer interest in "green" gardening topics
is encouraging for butterfly gardening and is re-
flected in a recent crop of gardening books.

introduced after just a few more beautiful pho-
tographs. Although the text just scratches the
surface of each topic, the book would make a
useful teaching tool if the topics and photos were
used as a springboard toqenerate classroom or
group discussions. It is easy to envision reading it
to older children who already have an interest in
"things outdoors."

The Garden Writers Association survey asked
respondents about "earth friendly gardening,"
which seems a rather vague catchphrase that

falls into the same environmental
feel-good fuzziness as the terms
"green,""natural," and even "organic."
The Green Garden jumps on this
bandwagon with its subtitle, A New
England Guide to Planning, Plant-
ing and Maintaining the Eco-Friendly
Habitat Garden. After careful reading
of The Green Garden, however, I am
still not certain what an eco-friendly
habitat garden is supposed to be
other than one that works to replicate
the plant communities that existed
before the settlers came to the New
England region, which I concede is a
worthwhile goal.

The Green Garden, by El-
len Sousa. Peirmont, New
Hampshire: Bunker Hill
Publishing, Inc., 2011.
9.9 x 6.8 inches, paper-
back, 224 pages. ISBN:
978-1593730918. $34.95

The Green Garden by Ellen Sousa measures 6
inches by 9 inches in size but in design is reminis-
cent of a larger coffee table book. It is filled with
lush color photographs, many of which are attrib-
uted to the author. The inside jacket advertises
that the text is "Loaded with tips, ideas, and inspi-
ration ..." and in this it does deliver. Photographs
on nearly every page are flanked by a descriptive
sentence or two, which will inspire the reader to
ponder the subject at hand. The book is divided
into 17 short chapters so if one topic does not grab
your interest, no worries, the next topic is
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The second new green gardening-themed book
is Designing Gardens with Flora of the Ameri-
can East by Carolyn Summers, which stands in
stark contrast to The Green Garden. Both take a
regional look at gardening, with Designing Gar-
dens covering a broader geographic area. Both
credit Douglas Tallamy, author of Bringing Nature
Home, as an inspiration for their ideas. But the
two then diverge down widely different gardening
paths. While The Green Garden takes the more
visually polished path, Designing Gardens
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Designing Gardens with
Flora of the American East,

by Carolyn Summers.
Piscataway, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 2010.

8.9 x 6 inches, paperback,
240 pages. ISBN: 978-
0813547077 $23.95

scattered throughout the book. Appen-
dixes provide even more detail about
plants and wildlife, including Appendix
B, "Nectar Plants That Serve as Hosts."

Each chapter in Designing Gardens has
a unique slant, particularly Chapter 3,
'''Safe Sex' in the Garden." Suggestive
title aside, the reader is led through a
clear discussion of how plant names
are arrived at and a bit of basic botany
before the chapter launches into an
explanation of the use of hybrids and
cultivars and their impact on wildlife.
SPOILERALERT:uSafe sex" in this
instance refers to gardeners making
safe choices in their planting selections

so that "what grows in my garden stays in my
garden." Should you just have to have that
promiscuous non-indigenous plant, the author
provides some strategies to keep it in check.
The book follows then follows up with showy
alternatives to invasive plants and a number of
good design plans using indigenous plants.

might not attract readers due to its academic feel
with its somewhat grainy black and white photos
throughout and color photos corralled to a mere
four pages in the center of the book. But it would be
short sighted to dismiss this book on its plain Jane
appearance.

Author Carolyn Summers displays a gift for relaying
technical information in an informative yet engaging
style. While similar in length to The Green Garden,
Designing Gardens is broken into seven rather than
17 chapters. Each chapter covers a specific topic,
defines the terms used, and gives ample details to
illustrate each point, starting
with Chapter 1, "Why Should
We Garden with Indigenous
Plants?" In Chapter 2, "Wildlife
in the Field, Forest, and Gar-
den," there is a section devoted
to hosting butterflies in gardens.

Outside of Chapter 2, scattered
through out the book, there is
information on butterflies, as
well as moths, birds, and hum-
mingbirds, and how to promote
their wellbeing in the garden.
Table 2.6 (p. 32), reproduced
to the right,is an example of the
many tables and lists that are
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Despite the dearth of color photos, Designing
Gardens with Flora of the American East has a
lot to offer to gardeners in general and butterfly
gardeners in particular.

Table 2.6
How Butterflies Spend the Winter

Not all butterflies spend the winter in a chrysalis. Some over-
winter in other live stages. Examples are given below:

Egg stage: Banded Hairstreak, Bog Copper, Coral Hairstreak

Caterpillar stage: Baltimore, Eastern Tailed Blue, Fritillaries,
Pearl Crescent, Viceroy

Chrysalis stage: Silk Moths, Spring Azure, Sulphurs, Swallow-
tails, Whites

Adult stage: Anglewings, Mourning Cloaks, Tortoiseshells
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